
Office of Chief Counsel 
internal Revenue Service 

memorandum 
CC:WR:NCA:SF:TL-N-612-98 
HLBurch 

date: June 16, 1999 

to: Judy Anderson, Case Manager 
Examination Division, Northern California District 

from: District Counsel, Northern California District CC:WR:NCA:SF 

subject:   ---------------- ---------------- ----- ---------------- 
ElN:   -------------; Form 1120; FYE:  ------------ ------------

We have reviewed the attached Notice of Proposed Adjustment Issue No.  ---- pursuant 
to your request. We agree with the adjustment proposed for the reasons set forth below. 

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This advice constitutes return information subject to I.R.C. 5 6103. This advice 
contains confidential information subject to attorney-client and deliberative process privileges 
and if prepared in contemplation of litigation, subject to the attorney work product privilege. 
Accordingly, the Examination or Appeals recipient of this document may provide it only to 
those persons whose official tax administration duties with respect to this case require such 
disclosure. In no event may this document be provided to Examination, Appeals, or other 
persons beyond those specifically indicated in this statement. This advice may not be disclosed 
to taxpayers or their representatives. 

This advice is not binding on Examination or Appeals and is not a final case 
determination. Such advice is advisory and does not resolve Service position on an issue or 
provide the basis for closing a case. The determination of the Service in the case is to be made 
through the exercise of the independent judgment of the office with jurisdiction over the case. 

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1. Should  ---------- --------- ------------------------ ---------- ---------------- transfer ofits stock 
in   --------- --------- ------------ --------- ----- ---------- ----- ----------- --- ----------- --------- ------------ 
  ------------- ---------------- ----------- be considered a distribution from   ------ to  -------- as originally 
-------- --- ---- ------------ --- -- ----- with an offsetting stock redemption as is now claimed by the 
taxpayer? 
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2. What are the tax results ofthese alternative characterizations ofthe transfer of  --------
both as to this transaction and as to  --------s subsequent sale of  ------ to a third party? 

This advice does not address the issue of the valuation of  -------- and we note that the 
Service has not obtained a formal valuation of  -------- 

We conclude that the facts gathered to date support the determination that the transfer was 
a distribution from  ------ to its shareholde  ---------, not a sale. This conclusion is based on the fact 
that there is no documentation to support the purported sale or an associated redemption, the 
taxpayer initially characterized the transaction as a dividend distribution on its Form 5471, Schedule 
0 for  ------ for the  ----- tax year and the taxpayer continued with this characterization in its initial 
responses to inquiries during the audit. 

Alternatively, even if the taxpayer were able to provide sufficient factual support for the 
purported redemption, without any documentation of a sale with an actual exchange of consideration, 
this would be considered a redemption for property in kind. As such, it would be treated as a 
distribution ofproperty subject to the provisions of I.R.C. 4 301. 

Pursuant to I.R.C. 5 301, the tax consequences of a distribution ofproperty to a shareholder 
are the same whether the distribution is characterized as a redemption of stock or a distribution of 
property. The results are: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

The amount ofthe distribution is the fair market value of   ----- [ I.R.C. 4 301@)(l)]; 

As  ------ did not have any available E&P,  -------- must reduce its basis in the 
remaining stock it holds in  ------ [I.R.C. 5 301(c)(2)]; 

As  ------ did not have any E&P to reduce, the I.R.C. 5 3 12(a)(3) requirement that 
------------uce E&P due to the distribution is not applicable. However,  ------ cannot 
claim a loss on the distribution of  -------- [I.R.C. 5 3 1 l(a)]; 

  ------- takes  -------- the distributed property, with a basis equal to its fair market 
------- -I.R.C. $ 301(d)]; and 

  -------s reduced basis in  ------ reduce  ---------c capital loss on its subsequent sale 
of  ------ [I.R.C. 4 lOOl]. 

FACTS 

This transaction involves subsidiaries ofthe former  ---------------------------------- subsequent 
to its acquisition by  ------------------------------------------in  ----- ------.  -------------------------------
  ------------- ----------- ------------------------ ----------------d s-------------f  -------------------------------
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  -------- ------------------------- which in turn was a wholly owned subsidiary of   ------------------ 
-------------------------------------------------------, a domestic holding company of ------------------- 
-------------------------------

For ease of reference, the entity structure is as follows: 

  -------------------- -----------------------
-------- ------------------- ----------

---------------------------- --------------------------
----------
--------
---------

All of the relevant underlying activity occurred within a  ------month period at the end of 
  -----. On  -----------------------, the Board of Directors for  -------- i------- - resolution authorizing the 
sale of ----------------------- ------- months later, on ----------------- ------  ------- transferred  -------- and 
its sub-------- en-------------------- 

By resolution dated  ----------------- ------, the  -------Board of Directors authorized (i) the 
transfer of  -------- to  ------------- ----------------- -f $-----------4, and (ii) the redemption of   -------’s 
shares of ---------- a---------nt sufficient to reduc-------------apital to $  ----------- The---------o 
docume----------ow that  ------ ever received the co-------ration stated in------------- resolution. 

On  -------------------------,  -------- sold its stock in  ------ to a third party in a separate 
transactio------------------- --- -------- --------lidated Income Ta---------n for  ----- -eported a capital loss 
of $  -------------0 on the sal----- -------. 

1.   -----s Initial Characterization As a Dividend 

With regard to the transfer of  --------  ------stated in its Form 5471 for   ----- (Schedule 0) 
for the year ending  ------------------------------ 

  -------------------- ----------------- ------------------- ---------------------- ----- ---------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------
-------------------- ------ ------ ----------- ----- ----------------------- ---- ----- ---------------- 

1 The supporting documentation uses different abbreviations for the various entities. 
For clarity, this memorandum will refer to the entities as  --------  ------ and  --------. 

2 Issue No.  --------------- --- 

3 Issue No.  --------------- ----
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  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
--------------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
----------- ------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------

(Form 5471 for  ------, Schedule 0, Section E - Attachment #2; emphasis added).4  ------filed Form 
5471 for  --------------t of  ------s consolidated return in  ---------------------. 

During the current audit, Information Document Request (IDR) No.    was submitted to 
  -----regarding adjustments to  --------’s basis in  ------ to reflect the transfer of  -------- In  ------------ 
  -----provided the following handwritten response: 

See computation of   -------’s [  -------s] basis at w/p   , showing basis of 
$  -----------7. As discussed, we will use the cost basis to ---ust  --------s basis in 
  ------.  --------s basis in  ------ should be reduced by $  -----------7? 

2.   -----s Subseouent Characterization As A Sale And Redemution 

In  ----------------  ------ sought to retract its  ---- response to IDR No.  ---and to characterize 
the transaction as a sale of  -------- for its net asset value of $  -----------.6 According to  ------ a sale 
would not result in any adjustment to  --------’s basis in  ------.’ 

To support this new position  ------ pointed to the Board resolutions of  ----------------------- 
and  ---------------------- as well as to an interna  ------ memorandum, dated ------------------------------- 
-----------------------------ndum stated that --------- ----- to be sold to  -------- for its net tangible asset 
value on a date to be determined.* Despite these resolutions and the memorandum  ------ has not 
been able to find a sales contract regarding the transaction and does not believe that any exists? 

4 Issue No.  --------------- ---

5 Issue No.  --------------- ---

6 As stated previously, this advice does not discuss the issue of the valuation of 
  --------and the Service has not obtained a formal valuation of the entity. 

7 Issue No.  --------------- ---

8 Issue No.  --------------- ---

9 Issue No.  --------------- --- ----------------------- -- 
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There also do not appear to be any accounting entries to document the purported sale. 
According to  ------s internal accounting memorandum of  -------------------------  --------- did not pay 
  ----- for  --------- apparently based on the position that “[t]he impact on  -------- -s transparent as 
--------- w---------ve redeemed an additional $ ---------- in capital to ------------- ------- did redeem 
---------------------------------------------------) of it--------- ---ld by -------------------s s---------- have been 
unrel-----------------------------------------------------” 

Law and Discussion 

A. CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSACTION 

This transaction may be characterized as any one of the following transactions:‘2 

1. A distribution of the stock of   -------- to  --------, the sole shareholder of 
  ------, for no consideration; or-

2. A redemption of a portion of the  ------ stock held by  --------, the sole 
shareholder, with the redemption p------- -or the stock in ---------- -r 

3. A redemption of a portion of the  ------ stock held by  --------paid for with 
cash -- immediately followed b-- -- --cond transac-------- -hich  -------- 
returned the cash to  ------ to purchas  --------. 

1. Oution #l: Distribution Of Pronertv To A Shareholder For No Consideration 

Based on the information we have, only option #l is supported by the facts. There is simply 
no evidence to show that  -------- paid any consideration for  -------- There is no sales contract,‘s no 
transfer of funds and no----------r of stock associated with ---------le” of  -------- While the board 

10 Issue No.  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ---------------- 

11 Issue No.  -------------------------- -. 

12 Please note that none ofthese alternatives characterizes the distribution as a dividend. 
Section 3 16(a) defines “dividend” as a distribution out of earnings and profits, which  ------ did not 
have. 

13 The lack of a sales contract cannot be dismissed as an “unnecessary formality” 
between related parties. &a, the contract regarding the sale of  ------ to  -------- by  ---------- 
  ------------------on  ------------------------- [attached as  ----------- ---------------- ----------hile----------- 
------------------ -o --------------------------  ----------------------------------------------- ---les contracts 
between related--------s are not unkno-------------------
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resolutions and internal accounting memorandums indicate that at the time the transaction was being 
completed  ------ may have wanted to structure it as a sale for consideration, no actions were taken 
to follow up on this intention. 

Moreover, it appears that  ----- abandoned any intention it may have had of structuring this 
transaction as a sale for consideration. In filing its Form 547 1 for  ------,  ----- unequivocally states 
this transaction is a “distribution” to a shareholder and follows the I.R.C. 9 301 ordering rules in 
characterizing the distribution as a tax-free return of capital due to the distributing corporation’s lack 
of E&P. 

The statement on the Form 5471 is particularly relevant as it was made approximatel  -----
months after the transaction was complete  ---- months is close enough to the date ofthe transaction 
for it to be “fresh,” but a sufficient distance to allow adequate consideration of the desired 
characterization  ----- had clearly considered a sale/redemption structure, so the only conclusion 
is that it decided to abandon this structure. 

  -----s initial response to the IDR in  ----------- also supports the view that  ------abandoned 
any intention it may have had of characterizing the transaction as a sale and instead decided to 
structure the arrangement as a distribution of property. 

Finally, there is no documentation to show that  ------ received any consideration from 
  ------- in the purported sale, either in cash or stock. While the  ------ Board resolution states a 
purchase price of over $  --------, there is no documentation that  ------ received any amount of 
consideration in any form----------- contrary  -----’s internal accounting document of  ------------------ 
  ---- plainly states that  -------- did not pay  ------ for  -------- This memorandum also disposes of 
the contention that  ------ received consideration by way of a redemption of  --------s holdings in 
  -----’s stock. The statement that “ -------- would have redeemed an additional $ ----------4 in capital 
to  --------”can only mean that the action was not undertaken at that time and there is no evidence of 
a subsequent redemption. 

In discussing the transaction as a sale and redemption, the  ----------------- memorandum 
contains a puzzling statement that the “impact on  -------- is transparent.” The only interpretation is 
that the author believed that a swap of  -------- for redeeme  ------- stock of the same value would 
have no other effect and thus it was not necessary to do the paperwork to show the sale and the 
redemption. If this was the conclusion, it is not correct. This statement fails to acknowledge the 
basis adjustments that must be made when stock is redeemed. (See discussion below re: basis 
adjustments on redemption). 

The tax consequences of Option #1, as a distribution of property to a shareholder, are 
governed by I.R.C. $ 301(c). [I.R.C. 4 301(a)] [See section B below for discussion of the tax 
consequences] 

2. Ontion #2: Distribution Of Pronertv As Redemntion 
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Option #2 would be viable ifit can be shown that the redemption actually took place. (Given 
the significant redemption of  --------’s stock in  ------, this is possible even though  ------has not yet 
provided such documentation). However, without any documentation as to a sale with an actual 
exchange of consideration, the most likely characterization would be a redemption of stock for 
property in kind. 

Unless a redemption falls within the exceptions set forth in I.R.C. 5 302(b) for a significant 
reduction in the redeemed shareholder’s equity interest in the corporation, a stock redemption will 
be treated as I.R.C. 5 301 distribution. [I.R.C. § 302(d)] Here  --------- cannot fit within any ofthe 
I.R.C. 5 302(b) tests as it retained its  ----% ownership of -------------- -he “redemption.” 

Thus, whether this is a distribution ofproperty to a shareholder [Option #l J or a redemption 
of stock by property in kind [Option #2], I.R.C. 5 301 applies the same tax consequences to the 
transaction. [See section B below for discussion of these consequences] 

3. Ontion #3: Two Seuarate Transactions -- Redemution Followed Bv Sale 

The final option is the new position put forth by  ------during the audit that despite the lack 
of any supporting documentation, this was really two dif-------, but related transactions. In the first 
transaction  ------- redeemed stock held by  -------- for cash. Then  --------- immediately returned this 
cash to ------------rder to purchas  ---------- ---

As discussed above, the major problem with this position is the lack of any documentation 
for either the purported sale or purported redemption  -----’s failure to follow the.necessaty forms 
and supply the necessary paperwork cannot be overlo--------s the structuring of the transaction was 
entirely in its hands. 

This lack of documentation and follow through, coupled with  -----s original position that 
failed to mention any such sale or redemption, creates a fatal defect in t------gument. The odd thing 
about  ------s position is that it is arguing the step transaction doctrine in reverse. Instead of taking 
two s-------te transactions and arguing that the form should be disregarded and merged into a single 
transactio  --------s positionis that in looking at this singletransaction (i.e., sendin  --------- to  -------- 
for either n--------ideration [Option #l] or for redeemed stock [Option #2]), we sh---------re----------- 
form (the lack of paperwork) and consider this to be two separate transactions. 

While we believe there is very little merit to the position outlined in Option #3 given the facts 
developed to date, we discuss the tax consequences in section B below in the even  ------ provides 
the relevant documentation in the future. 

14 This must be argued as two separate transactions to distinguish it from Option #2. 
If it were a single transaction, then it should be considered a redemption for property in kind. 
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B. TAX CONSEOUENCES 

1. Oution #l and 2: Distribution of Pronerty 

As discussed above, the tax consequences under Options #l and 2 are the same as both are 
subject to the provisions of I.R.C. 5 301. Accordingly, whether  ------ simply distributed  --------
to  -------- for no consideration - or - whether  ------ redeemed some of its stock by distributing 
--------- --- --------, the tax results are: 

a. 

b. 

The amount of the distribution is the fair market value of   ----- [ I.R.C. 8 
301@)(1)1; 

As  ------ did not have any available E&P,  -------- must reduce its basis in the 
remaining stock it holds in  ------ [I.R.C. $ 301(c)(2)]; 

C. As  ------ did not have any E&P to reduce, the I.R.C. 5 3 12(a)(3) requirement 
tha--------- reduce E&P due to the distribution. However,  ------ cannot claim 
a lo---------e distribution of  -------- [I.R.C. 5 31 l(a)]; 

d.   ------- takes  -------- the distributed property, at its fair market value [I.R.C. 
---------)]; and 

e.   --------’s reduced basis in   ------ reduces  --------’c capital loss on its 
subsequent sale of  ------ [I.R.C. 5 lOOl]. 

2. Ontion #3: Redemntion and Sale 

To work logically, the redemption would come first to get the “purchase money” to  --------- 
then  -------- would have returned that money to  ------ when buying  -------- 

1. Redemntion 

  ----- pays $  -------- to  -------- in return for some of  ------’s stock held by  --------- 
As dis-------d abov------------emption is treated as an I.R.C. 4 301 distribution as  -------- 

retained its  ----% interest in  ------ after the purported redemption. 

a.   -------’s basis in its redeemed stock is transferred to the remaining 
----------holds [1.302-2(c)]; 
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b.   -------’s basis in the remaining stock is reduced by the amount of the 
distribution [I.R.C. $ 301(c)(Z)]; and 

C.   ----- has no E&P to reduce as required by I.R.C. § 3 12(a)(3), but 
has a $  -------- debit to cash. 

ii. Sale 

  ------- pays the $  ---------it received back to  ------ in order to buy  -------- 

a.   ------- gets  -------- with basis equal to its cost [I.R.C. 5 10121; 

b.   ----- credits back the $  --------- to cash (and takes  -------- off its 
asset list); and 

C. I.R.C. 5 3 11 (a) does not prevent recognition of loss on a sale, but the 
loss on the sale of  -------- to a member of the same control group 
must be deferred until  -------- is transferred outside the control group 
[I.R.C. $267(f)]. 

As a result, when  ------ is then sold to the third party, the following tax results occur: 

1.   -------c capital loss on its subsequent sale of   ----- must be reduced to 
reflect  --------’s reduced basis in  ------ [I.R.C. 4 lOOI]; and 

2.   ----- cannot recognize the loss on the sale of  -------- as  -------- is still within 
the control group. Instead, under the regulat----------ff----------e time of this 
transaction  --------- is allowed to increase its basis in  -------- up to the amount 
of  ------’s deferred loss [Treas. Reg. $5 1.267(f)-lT(c)(6) & (7); Treas. Reg. 
5 1.267(&2T(d)].” 

There is no real difference in the outcome under any of the three options as of the time of 
these transactions. The only difference would be the adjustment to the gain or loss on the sale of 
  --------to a third party (if that ever occurred) in order to recognize the,los  ------- incurred on the sale 
of  -------- to  --------.  ------’s loss would never be recognized under Options #I or #2 due to the 
pr---------n i-- -------- $ 31 l(a). 

IS These regulations are applicable as they were in effect at the time of this 
transactions in  --------------------. Please note that permanent regulations are now in effect for 
transactions which take place after July 1995 and these new regulations contain very different 
provisions. 
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CONCLUSION 

We conclude that the substance of the transaction was a distribution ofproperty in kind from 
a corporation to its sole shareholder. As such, the shareholder’s basis in the corporation must be 
reduced, which further reduces the capital loss realized on the shareholder’s subsequent sale of the 
corporation to a third party. 

WILLIAM K. SHIPLEY 
Acting District Counsel 

By: 
/JAMES P. THURSTON 
‘$pecial Litigation Assistant v 

Attachments: 

NPA; Issue Number  ----   


